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Silverstripe CMS

The recent past
and near future



My talk today

● Silverstripe CMS 4: A retrospective

● The future of Silverstripe CMS

● What’s been happening at Silverstripe

● Silverstripe + Silverstripe CMS

● And some small branding changes



Silverstripe CMS 4
A retrospective



● Reasonably quick uptake (e.g. compared to Drupal 8)

● Upgrader tools via static analysis

● GraphQL – seems like it was a good bet

● More use of 3rd party APIs to have flexible abstractions

● Better buttons in core :)

The good



● Upgrades were hard

● Asset migrations especially

● Important issues not fixed until 4.1, 4.2, …

● Versioning content blocks extremely challenging

● React migration still a WIP

The not-so-good



● People will take 2–3 years to get around to upgrading

● They will want 3–5 years lifetime on their site

Other lessons



Support CMS 4 for a while longer
(end of 2022?)

Conclusions



A less painful upgrade for CMS 5

But will this stop us from keeping it relevant?
Or would CMS 6 be a bigger change?



Something to ponder

Is it reasonable to expect 
people to do substantial 
upgrades without a site 
rebuild?



Keep reducing the
maintenance surface

Integrate with other projects for things that aren’t core to our 
point of difference.



The future



● Where does our 14 year old project go next?

● We have an enthusiastic community and a lot of people 
who love Silverstripe.

● Let’s double-down on its strengths.

What’s next?



● Developer flexibility

● Intuitive for authors

So… what are it strengths



An intuitive UI to wrap 
around your project’s data 

model.

An application framework 
for building whatever site or 

app that you can think of.
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● ORM

● Admin

● Parts of Forms

Most central to this



The "Classic MVC” stack is only 1 possible way you can build 
sites with Silverstripe CMS. But for other approaches to 
work, you need a really good content API.

Content API



Content API

● Stabilise GraphQL

● More smooth entry points, tutorials, and starter kits



Something to ponder

What is the future of our 
Controller/View system?



Blocks are a key trade-off 
between author flexibility 
and developer/designer 

integrity.

It’s better to let developers 
built the right data model 

for the right site, don’t bake 
in blocks.

Elemental
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Something to ponder

Can blocks replace page 
types as the default way to 
customise a site?



In any case, we’ll be looking at how we can get more 
modules that provide extra elemental blocks.

Elemental



● Finish the @#$% off!

● Page admin (possibly built around Elemental)

● Model admin

React CMS



Something to ponder

How much customisation 
via PHP is expected in 
this model?

Will this be another 
painful upgrade for
sites?



● Make it easier to produce releases

● Ensure that they’re of good quality – better testing

● Improve security auditing process

● More CI tooling (e.g. static analysis)

Release process



● How can security be built in earlier? Static security 
analysis? Dynamic analysis?

● Vulnerability management in dependencies

● Silverstripe is getting its commercial products ISO27001 
certified – this will have flow-on benefits to Silverstripe 
CMS.

Security



● Farewell, docsviewer.

● Hello… something new. Something off-the-shelf.

Developer documentation



What’s been happening at 
Silverstripe?



Silverstripe is a design & 
technology company.

We make complex things 
simple.



● We’re hugely invested in Silverstripe CMS and want to 
see it keep succeeding.

● But... we’re not “a CMS company”.

Silverstripe and Silverstripe CMS



Silverstripe and Silverstripe CMS

● Our clients want us to solve their tricky digital problems. 
CMS is a tool that helps us succeed, rather than an end 
in itself.

● We hope it helps you succeed too :-)



● Our venerable NZ government contract: 2013–2020

● Less than 12 months to go!

● It was a big injection of investment and uptake into CMS

● But, it also narrowed our focus to that group

Bring on the future!

Common Web Platform



Silverstripe’s life with 
Silverstripe CMS



● We’ve been passionate about open source since 2005.

● Our default position: work in the open

● Our focus: our core audience

● A flexible foundation that others can also contribute to

Our role



Who are we building for?



● Larger organisations (typically 250+ staff, sometimes 
100-250)

● Both the small and large sites of those organisations, so 
they can “standardise” on it.

● Public sector is important.

Our core audience



● Non-functional requirements are key: security, 
accessibility, content integrity.

● It needs to be a system that you can pull a quick site 
together easily, but also build sophisticated apps with 
lots of integrations.

Our core audience



● If you’re looking to build sites for bigger organisations, 
then great!

● If this use-case doesn’t quite match your projects, then 
luckily Silverstripe CMS is a flexible framework, and we 
look forward to the next 2,500 addon modules. ;-)

What about you?



What we’re supporting



● The “Supported Modules” concept will be less important

● Came from CWP

● 120 modules maintained by 7 people – not sustainable

● Instead of “Supported Modules”, be transparent about 
our efforts (“work in the open”)

Supported modules



● A bundle of modules configured for SilverStripe Cloud 
and supported by our ops team. Replaces CWP recipe.

● Modules should work nicely together

● Security audits – replacing

● Its foundation will be open-source modules

● Smaller than the CWP recipe

Silverstripe Essentials



● Our project teams will support them.

● Modules that are widely used on our projects are likely 
to get more attention, fixes, and improvements.

Everything else



Something to ponder

What is the most useful 
information to share 
about the usage of 
modules across the 
community?



“Capital S” Support

● Support commitments would be part of a contract.

● This may also allow for extended support of Silverstripe 
CMS versions.

● Want to discuss more? Happy to chat.



Branding changes



WTF is “CMS 4”?
(you usually say “SS4”)



A software company 
headquartered in NZ

An open-source CMS 
project

“Silverstripe” is...?



Silverstripe

A software company 
headquartered in NZ

Silverstripe CMS

An open-source CMS 
project which comes with a 

framework

“Silverstripe” is...?



We’re dropping the capital S in the middle of the word.

...having spent more than a decade nitpicking about getting 
this right!

(I’m keeping the é in Minnée, though.)

Don’t you mean “SilverStripe”?



https://www.silverstripecms.org

New domain name



Wrapping it up!



● The web is getting bigger and more complicated

● Silverstripe CMS is a part of your future web projects

● Silverstripe is a part of the future of Silverstripe CMS

In conclusion



So let’s collaborate! It’s the open-source way :-)



Future doc-generation tools
https://github.com/silverstripe/doc.silverstripe.org/issues/157

Automated security scanning
https://github.com/silverstripe/silverstripe-admin/issues/764

React GridField
https://github.com/silverstripe/silverstripe-admin/issues/463

Feature Ideas forum
https://forum.silverstripe.org/c/feature-ideas

Places to follow along

https://github.com/silverstripe/doc.silverstripe.org/issues/157
https://github.com/silverstripe/silverstripe-admin/issues/764
https://github.com/silverstripe/silverstripe-admin/issues/463
https://forum.silverstripe.org/c/feature-ideas


Questions
and

Discussion


